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Abstract: The 20th century science endured two “revolutions”: first one to shake the scientific minds was the quantum physics, followed by the even more unbelievable string theory. There is one principle that can be applied in any system, mechanics, quantum physics, or string theory: the principle of resonance.

“The general principle of resonance is that when a periodic vibration is applied to an elastic system, the system will respond with greater amplitude of vibration the closer the applied frequencies are to the natural frequencies of the so-called resonator. Natural frequencies are those frequencies at which an object vibrates most efficiently.”

INTRODUCTION

Quantum physics is the branch of physics that deals with atomic and subatomic systems, describing the micro-universe. According to this theory, the electrons have a dual manifestation: wave and corpuscle, being described by the superposition of the two sets of characteristics derived from it. During their experiments, the physicists observed an amazing phenomenon: the observer is influencing the experiment; which led to the necessity of involving another factor: the consciousness. By now, we can conclude that there are three aspects describing all the phenomena: wave, corpuscle and consciousness, all tightly related at the sub-atomic level of experience. All this sub-atomic particles are actually the “bricks” of which our bodies are built, and also every other thing perceived by us, so this interaction of waves, corpuscles and consciousness is our personal reality. The “intersection” of these aspects in human being, their major “interface” is the human mind. The quantum level is the level where the miraculous healing occurs, where our consciousness or an external one, from another system, can interfere with all our structures, including the physical body, changing their state, making the transition between illness and health.

According to this theory, the illness manifests at three levels:
• Physical level, commonly known to us as “disease”
• Wave level, or vibrations level, where it manifests as “disharmonic vibration”
• Consciousness level, manifested here as “the information of disease”.

The same theory also applies to plants, among which of a higher interest are the medicinal ones. By using the appropriate plants, we can interfere at all these three levels: we use the chemical substances in plants to directly act on our physical body, their vibrations to harmonize our disturbed ones, and their “consciousness” to cure the “disease information” from ours.

Even if this theory might sound “nonconformist”, it is a lot more “domestic” compared to the latest discoveries: the string theory and its extension, the M-theory. According to them,
the entire universe is a membrane “animated” by continuous vibrations, like the strings of a violin. Every phenomenon known to us occurs due to these vibrations, we can say that everything is vibration. The physicist were fascinated discovering the beauty, the intelligence, the harmony of the universe, to the extent of describing it as “the elegant universe” and comparing its structure to a symphony, but also to a brain, a cosmic intelligence.

It really might sound like science fiction to most of us, but: surprise! These new theories are not that new, they are the bases of ancient therapeutic and philosophic systems, one of which is Ayurveda, the traditional medical science in India. According to the Ayurvedic system, the human structure has five “bodies” or “vehicles for the animating principle”, bodies of a gradually increasing subtlety, influencing each other through vibrations, according to the principle of resonance. For example, a thought is characterized by a vibration, which will influence its residence, the mental body, and also all the other four levels. Some of the purposes in Ayurveda are creating and maintaining a state of harmony between the human being and its archetypal aspects and also between man and nature, and the adjustment of being to the universal rhythms. The means for it, more or less material, are selected by their “potency” in (the degree of) increasing the resonance of the patient with each of the five fundamental elements, and also with other aspects. There is an entire system developed to obtain the exact determination of vibratory characteristics for any substance. For this reason, in Charaka Samhita it is written: “There is nothing in this world without any therapeutic use under the right conditions and circumstances.” Not only plants, gems, colors or sounds are used as resonators, but also the thoughts kept constant in our mind, the company of spiritual beings, moral principles.

The harmony of a system involves a certain organization, an order. We are every day under the influence of various systems generating microwaves or other kind of radiation: mobile phones, GSM antennas, microwave ovens of food cooked by microwaves, electric lines, powerful engines and so on. Those waves are known to increase the entropy, the molecular agitation, the disorder of any system. The lack of order at the atomic and molecular levels of our bodies is gradually perceived at organic level, through clinical symptoms and “dysfunction” of organs, eventually generating diseases. The most dramatic example of cellular disorder is the cancer. The malign cells are “disobeying” all the rules of the body, losing their specific functions and structure, “refusing to suicide” at common cellular-death triggers, invading other spaces, pathologically producing hormones and proteins. They are the material manifestation of disharmonious vibrations, affecting the physical body. Another example, of higher subtlety, is schizophrenia, a major disorder of the mental functions.

In order to resist to external influences, to regain the harmony and cure ourselves, our structures need energy. The healing energy is all around us, but we are not able to capture it, because our resonating system is disturbed. Obviously, we have all the information we need for regaining and maintaining health. The difference between the presence of intelligence, wisdom, even geniality and the lack of them is given by the degree of using or ignoring this knowledge.

The DIEE® (device for energetic recharge and balance) and DEA® (device for energizing the water) modulators, invented by professor Ancu Dinca, are a practical application of it, astonishing simple to use but in the same time amazingly efficient. The DIEE® uses as resonators fluid crystals from plants. It is maintaining harmonious, when applied on our bodies, the energies of our structures, increasing the resistance towards external disturbing energies that might influence them, correcting the “information of disease” induced to our bodies, changing it back to the “information of health”, or, as the definition of “resonance” tells us, returning to those frequencies at which we vibrate most efficiently. The
DEA® does the same work by “energizing” the fluids ones consumes, impregnating the very receptive structure of water with harmonious vibrations, which later will be carried by fluids all through the body, influencing all its structures and functions. The Ancu Dinca’s modulator is thus placed at the intersection between latest scientific discoveries and ancient traditions, combining the efficiency of both.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our research is a case report; the evaluation of the patient was done by:

- clinical global impression (CGI) stated by a specialist doctor in mental disorders, following the criteria of inclusion according to CIM 10 / ICD10 and DSM 4;
- the OBERON system, correlated to clinical aspects.

The OBERON system enables us to obtain a complex diagnosis, estimating:

- the function of the internal organs and body systems;
- the actual predisposition or week defense towards several infections of other pathological processes, allowing a preventive diagnosis;
- the “entropic analysis”, orientating us on the developing stage of the pathologic process;
- the efficiency of different means used for treatment, including the influence that the DIEE® have on the function and protection of different organs when applied to ones body, or the influence of “energized” water using DEA®.

All the recommendations for placing DIEE® and using DEA® were done after testing their effects, using the OBERON system, as mentioned before.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our study subject is a nineteen years old woman, suffering from psychotic episodic remitting disorder, diagnosed eight years ago. Suffering from a very aggressive type of disorder, she followed different treatment plans, without much relief, using different combinations of atypical neuroleptics, tistabilisers, tranquilizers and hypnotic medication. Being a student of Art High school and having a significant talent in poetry, paint and drawing, her creative activity encountered high oscillations. During her short-term remissions, of an approximate duration of three-four months, she manifested an “artistic explosion”, while in her redropps she didn’t have any artistic expression.

When she addressed to us on 14th of May 2008, recommended by her current doctor, she was under treatment with an atypical neuroleptic, a thymostabiliser, a tranquilizer and a hypnotic drug. She was in a moment of light / easy redropp, the social and familial integration was disturbed, the artistic activity was suspended. Her family was stating that she was suffering from memory troubles, irritability, disphoric states and obsessive ruminations in remission moments.

The test on OBERON device also revealed a large number of dysfunction and diseases, many of them due to side effects of allopathic treatment received for the last eight years: gastritis, intestinal helminthes, toxic inflammation of liver, pancreatic dysfunction altering the lipids metabolism, rhinitis, urinary micro-calculi, sexual hormones misbalance tending to develop ovary cysts and uterine fibroma (leiomyoma), hypothyroidism, accelerated involution of thymus gland, low blood pressure, anemia, trombopenia, lymphocitosys, spondylosis. The clinical examination focused on vulnerability factors are revealing the dominance of type A ones (genetically determination), sustained by the disturbances found through OBERON test
at the level of chromosomes, especially the 16 and 17 pair, regarding mainly metabolic disorders.

By testing the DIEE and DEA devices, we obtained the following response:
- Pelvic organs: DIEE® +27% from which genital organs: DEA® +16%;
- Heart: DIEE® +26%;
- Venous system: DIEE® +45%;
- Lymphatic vessels: DIEE® +41%;
- Blood cells: DIEE® +1%;
- Stomach: DIEE® +4%;
- Liver: 2DIEE® +49%;
- Brain: 2 DIEE® +18%;
- Nuclei of cerebral nerves: 2 DIEE® +18%.

Her response to allopathic treatment, testing the reaction at brain level on OBERON device, was:
- atypical neuroleptic –9%
- timostabiliser –8%
- tranquilizer +19%
- hypnotic 3%

The plus sign represents the improvement of functional and energetic level, while the minus sign represents the worsening of them. Considering the results of this test, we recommended the following scheme: DEA® and 7 DIEE® modulators:
- 2 DIEE® for liver,
- 1 DIEE® for heart,
- 1 DIEE® for spleen,
- 1 DIEE® for thymus,
- 2 DIEE® for brain, placed behind ear lobes.

The test is revealing the incompatibility of the chosen neuroleptic drug to her. As result, her current doctor decided to exclude it from therapeutic scheme.

For the next 2 months she used DEA® and 5 DIEE®: 2 for brain, 1 thymus, 1 heart, 1 liver.

Her control test on OBERON device, on July 15, 2008 revealed an impressing improvement of all organs and systems, as follows:
- pelvic organs: +44%;
- retro peritoneal organs +45%;
- bones and joints: +51%;
- stomach +5%;
- pancreas +14%;
- liver +67%;
- air ways +5%;
- genital organs +28%;
- major blood vessels +43%;
- heart +68%;
- lymphatic vessels, at the level of mediastin +41, pelvis +28, breasts +31%;
- blood cells +47%;
- thyroid gland +24%;
- adrenal glands +7%;
- spine +11%.
Concerning the brain function, her evolution on different brain level, according to OBERON test, was:
- nuclei of cerebral nerves +7%;
- cerebral cortex +36%;
- nuclei of hypothalamus +50%;
- cerebral ventricles +34%;
- brain arteries +23%.

Regarding the general state, at the time of reevaluation, the following affections were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Still present</th>
<th>Absent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gastritis, altered lipids metabolism, sexual hormonal misbalance, hypothyroidism, anemia</td>
<td>Helminthes, toxic inflammation of liver, rhinitis, urinary micro calculi, trombocitopenia, lymphocitosis, spodylosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thymus state remains for a challenging following reevaluation, regarding the importance of the initial state.

Her family was stating the decrease of irritability, improvement in communication and affective state, improvement of memory and absence of the obsessive ruminations, she restarted the artistic activity. Under the conditions of removing the neuroleptic drug from her treatment, her state is under control, which in medical practice represents a success.

CONCLUSION

Regarding the mental disorder of psychotic intensity, and under the condition of a medicinal severe and long term aggression at synaptic level, known to have a “blow-up” effect on receptors and neuromediators, and considering the lack of neuroleptic medication, it is important to keep her under surveillance for a twelve months period, using the DIEE® and DEA® modulators according to recommendations. This measure is imposed due to the probability of an important redrop in the first 6-8 months of treatment, even while receiving efficient drug treatment.

We appreciate as beneficial the evolution of the mental disorder, kept under control without neuroleptic treatment, considered as the main one in allopathic medicine.

Considering her general state, it is remarkable the improvement obtained on all levels as evaluated through OBERON test, the remission of more than half of organs dysfunction and diseases, offering her a healthy background and a strong support for fighting against her mental suffering.